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WAINSCOT PANELS
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WAINSCOT PANELS
Cabinet End Panels
A Cabinet End Panel is defined as follows:
Panels measuring under 8 square feet will be consider a Cabinet End Panel (CEP)
and priced from our standard square foot price columns. $2.50 will be charged for each Non-Standard part.

Wainscot Panels
A Wainscot Panel is defined as follows:
Panels measuring over 8 square feet and up to 35 square feet
will be considered a standard Wainscot Panel (WCP).
All Wainscot Panels will have a Raw Edge unless otherwise noted. Non-Standard parts
are included in the in the square foot price. Add $5.00 for each arched panel.
For 1/4" veneered center panels, deduct $2.50 from the square foot price.
When ordering Wainscot Panels, please allow extra lead time depending on the size and complexity
of the project. Please include cad drawings specifying desired panel dimensions
as well as stile and rail widths when ordering.

Style 100H WCP

Style 100V WCP

Multiple Panels Wide
~Horizontal~

Multiple Panels High
~Vertical~

Price Column: 30

Price Column: 30
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WAINSCOT PANELS
Specialty Wainscot Panels
A Specialty Wainscot Panel is defined as follows:
Panels measuring over 35 square feet, angled stiles or rails, multiple split sections,
multiple panel sizes, extended stiles or rails, if both measurements (width and height) exceed 42".
Below are examples of panels that would be considered Specialty Wainscot Panels.

Style 1000 SWCP

Section 1

Price Column: 32

Section 2

Section 3

Illustrated above is an example of how an 8' or longer wainscot panel can be split into
multiple sections by extending the mid stiles - breaking the top and bottom rails.
The individual sections are pre-fitted and ready for on-site installation.
This option contributes to greater ease for handling, finishing and transportation purposes.

Staircase Wainscot Panels
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WAINSCOT PANELS
Arched Wainscot Panels
Below are two examples of typical Arched Wainscot Panels
The Style 100 A/WCP is a single standard arch with two panels.
Pricing: square foot price with an additional design charge of $195.00
(Keystone not included)
The Style 200 A/WCP is a single elliptical arch with 4 panels.
Pricing: square foot price with an additional design charge of $250.00
Each configuration can be altered according to your specs.
Please provide detailed cad drawings with all specific details and dimensions.
When ordering multiple sets of the same size, there will be only one design charge.

Style 100 A/WCP
Design Charge:
Price Column: 33

Style 200 A/WCP
Design Charge
Price Column: 33
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